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What	is	it	suppose	to	do/
mean?	

How	is	it	being	used?	

Is	it	a	new	approach	to	
“Strategic	Planning”?	

What	risks	as	well	as	
opportunities	does	soft	
planning	introduce?	

What	can	be	added	based	on	a	
Southern	European	View?	
	
	

“SOFT” 

Concept	becoming	
popular!	

Myriad	of	literature!	

Dispersion	of	approaches!	

Hegemony	of	UK/EU/
Nordic	Discourses	

“Soft	Spaces”/“Soft	
Planning”: Do	they	

overlap? 

High conceptual fuzziness !! 
… so what’s new? 
… do we need it? 

Why	Soft	Planning?	
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1.  This exercise is a way of examining Soft Planning by viewing each of its 
dimensions piecemeal -  this will later inform a systematic view 

2.  There are no pure soft examples in planning practices. Cases are usually 
hybrid being distinctly soft depending on each of the analytical dimensions 

3.  Our analytical framework builds on a spectrum rather than a set of enclosed 
dimensions 

4.  Interactions and combinations between analytical dimensions will always 
exist – each dimension flows into the others. 

Key	Assumptions	
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●  Decision-making is transferred/ displaced to non-statutory institutional 
arrangements or non-planning statutory institutions 

 
●  The transfer of responsibilities and means is not always followed by a transfer 

of planning statutory powers  
 
●  Accountability issues become fuzzy as Soft approaches may foster 

unchecked decision-making processes 
 
 

RISK: Is Soft Planning enabling a process of growing unaccountability in 
Spatial Planning? 
 
OPPORTUNITY: Is Soft Planning enabling a greater involvement and 
empowerment of stakeholders and a more collaborative and thus efficient 
planning process? 
 

 

Governance	in	Soft	Planning:	What’s	new?	
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●  Tendency to minimize conflict and antagonism from planning arenas and 
overemphasize it by consensus-building, shape preferences and no-alternative 
environments; 
 

●  Soft approaches foster post-political planning practices 
 

●  Soft approaches mirror a tendency for Spatial Planning to (dis)engage with the 
political 

 
 
 

RISK: Is Soft Planning fostering a process of Spatial Planning's de-politicization? 
 
OPPORTUNITY: Is Soft Planning contributing to integrate conflict, foster 
negotiation, concertation and commitment in Spatial Planning processes? 

Politics	in	Soft	Planning:	What’s	new?	
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●  Greater coexistence between binding/non-binding, regulatory/non-regulatory 
tools; 
 

●  Introduction of different degrees of normative intensity and different degrees 
of coerciveness  

 
●  Soft law:  legal arrangements are weakened at several dimension (obligation; 

precision; delegation) 
 
●  Agreements based on persuasiveness and consensus 

 
 
 

RISK: Is Soft Planning fostering the un-bindingness (disengagement) and de-
regulation of Spatial Planning processes? 
 
OPPORTUNITY: Is Soft Planning contributing to more adaptable, efficient and 
effective spatial planning processes?  

Policies	in	Soft	Planning:	What’s	new?	
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●  Promotion of place-based and tailor-made approaches: functional regions 
 
●  Territorial rescaling of planning spaces 
 
●  Multi-scale geography-bound rather than administrative-bound process 
 
●  Soft spaces often legitimize innovations in territorial governance 
 
 
 
 
 

RISK: Is Soft Planning triggering processes of growing fuzziness in Spatial 
Planning? 
 
OPPORTUNITY: Is Soft Planning fostering integrated place-based and 
territory-focused approaches in Spatial Planning? 
 

 

Space	in	Soft	Planning:	What’s	new?	
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●  Soft approaches challenge the notion of planning in the universal public 
interest 

 
●  Soft approaches are often hijacked by neoliberal values 
 
●  Soft approaches often challenge the democratic procedures that should 

underpin planning action 
 
 
 
 
 
 

RISK: Is Soft Planning promoting a process of neoliberalization of Spatial 
Planning? 
 

OPPORTUNITY: Is Soft Planning contributing to articulate the universal public 
interest and the situated public interest and to improve sustainability (wide 
scope)? 

Ethos	in	Soft	Planning:	What’s	new?	
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●  Soft Planning – the discussion still has a huge potential for 
planning theory and practice – to discuss the future of spatial 
and regional planning 

●  Not only to look at the risks soft planning involves but rather to 
manage the challenges and opportunities it creates to planning 
institutions and practices 

 
●  To enrich the debate with the perspective of other geographies 

and national/institutional contexts. 

 
 

Conclusive	Remarks	


